=======================================
Episode 3: Under Pressure
=======================================
The next day, it was 6 AM. Christopher wakes up and sees that Lisa and Hanna were
sleeping beside him. He heads to the living room and sees if anyone called or texted
him while he was asleep. He received a text message from Wendy telling him about
some demons being spotted outside Providence's city limits, but Andrew and Ruth were
able to beat them while he was asleep.
Christopher: Figures.
Hours passed; it was 9 AM. Christopher, along with Lisa and Hanna, arrived at the
Council's headquarters to see Alice and Tiffany about Hikari, the fire demon. When he
arrived, he sees Allison Mayberry and her daughter, Louise.
Allison: Hi, Christopher.
Christopher: Hello, Allison. What are you doing here? (sees Louise.) Nice to see you,
Louise. How is she doing?
Allison: So far, she's doing fine.
Christopher: I see.
Then, Mina appears.
Mina: Christopher, you're here early. What are you doing here?
Christopher: I need to speak to Tiffany and Ms. Smith about Hikari. Was anybody here
able get any leads on where she is?
Mina: Not at the moment. Anyway, you can go on ahead and go to her office to see
what she wants.
Christopher: Alright.
Christopher heads to Alice's office.
Lisa: I'm proud of you and your child, Allison. I'm sorry for what happened earlier.
Allison: Look, it's alright. Just be greatful that you understand why you and Christopher
a developing a special bond; you'll need it when you two fight against these demons.

Hanna: I should say the same about him getting too close to Koya Hamatsu. She's
definitely equal in developing a special relationship with Christopher.
Lisa: You think so?
Hanna: Yeah; it doesn't seem like it, on paper, but he's slowly getting closer to Koya.
Lisa: (feeling jealous of Hanna for saying that.) . . . . . .
In Alice's office, Christopher wanted to talk to Alice and Tiffany about Hikari.
Alice: Hello, Christopher.
Christopher: Hi, Ms. Smith.
Tiffany: What brings you here? Are you alright?
Christopher: So far, yes. I heard that my cousin Andrew and my sister Ruth were able to
find some demons affiliated with Hikari and they were defeated by them. Were you able
to find out where she is?
Alice: Not at the moment. Ed and Christine are looking at any leads of where she is; so
far, we're drawing up blanks on where she is.
Christopher: Hmm. My guess is that she could be be anywhere in New England. Was
Leo able to locate her?
Alice: No, but he's finding and destroying her hideouts - mainly in Dover and Montpelier.
Christopher: Great.
Tiffany: I heard that you visited Jessie's new restaurant yesterday.
Christopher: You have? Who told you that?
Alice: We knew. I think you should apply for work there.
Christopher: Why? I just need some time to think it over; I don't know Jessie as much as
Eugene. She may be different than Eugene but I - - - don't know if I can work with her. I
don't know what to expect from her.
Tiffany: And that's a problem?

Christopher: Yes. I just need some time to think it over; I don't like being rushed into
something I have no business being in.
Alice: Feeling scared of Jessie?
Christopher: I don't know whether or not I'm scared of her. To be honest, I don't know
how I feel about her being the owner of anything. I have to return back to my apartment.
Tiffany: Ok. But just remember this about your insecurity towards women, it's a cardinal
sin that shouldn't be overlooked.
Christopher: I'll keep that in consideration, Tiffany.
Christopher returns back to his apartment. The next morning at 7 AM, Christopher
recieves a text message from Wendy. It says:
"Low-leveled demons have been spotted outside Providence's city limits and they're
approaching your apartment strip. Andrew, Ruth, Linda, Maxelle and Iris are arriving
there as we speak. So, be on the lookout for them."
Christopher: Shit.
Hanna: What is it, Chris?
Christopher: Demons are approaching here.
Hanna: What? Wow, this is interesting.
Christopher: I know.
Lisa: What are we going to do, Christopher?
Christopher: We have to defeat them. Just try to safeguard me and Hanna.
Lisa: I'll try.
Christopher goes outside, along with Hanna and Lisa, to help Andrew, Linda, Ruth,
Maxelle and Iris in beating up the demons. They were able to defeat the demons.
Christopher: Those demons kept me from sleeping in.
Andrew: Thanks for helping us out.

Christopher: So, were those demons affiliated with Hikari?
Maxelle: Yes.
Lisa: Were you able to find her?
Maxelle: . . . . . .
Christopher: Figures. I can't believe I came out here for nothing, again.
Ruth: Don't feel too badly about it; we'll find her.
Christopher: I'm going back to my apartment. Come on, Lisa. (he and Lisa went back.)
Andrew: (sees that Linda was looking at Christopher.) Is something wrong, Linda?
Linda: Yeah, I'm sensing that there's something wrong with Christopher.
Iris: What is it?
Linda: I'm not so sure; I think he's feeling weak.
Maxelle: Feeling weak? It shouldn't be a problem; I'm sure Lisa can help him recover.
Andrew: Good luck finding some more demons here in Providence; I have to return to
the Council to talk Omar and Heather about Hikari's main minions.
Maxelle: Ok; be careful out there.
Andrew: Ok; let's go, Linda.
Christopher arrives at his apartment along with Maxelle, Iris, Lisa and Hanna. Koya was
home using the dancing pole; he felt annoyed.
Koya: Is there something wrong?
Christopher: Uhh, no. I just need to take a bath; I just got through fighting some demon
this morning.
Christopher heads to the bathroom to take a shower. In the shower, he was reminiscing
about what happened to Rocky Bernard on how he hired him to be a team leader and
Eugene was the assistant manager.

Christopher: Thank you for hiring me, Mr. Bernard.
Rocky: I want you to enjoy your stay with us; you'll need it. We want you to succeed as
team leader for this restaurant; this restaurant sets a high standard. We make the best
food money can buy and the customers will be feeling happy entering and leaving.
Christopher: I understand. You won't be disappointed having me around.
Eugene: I see; anyway, you want him to be in my group?
Rocky: Sure; Christopher, you will begin work tomorrow at 10 AM. Just take a breather.
Christopher: Thanks, Mr. Bernard.
Then, he thought about his death, two and a half years when he was progressing into
his job.
Christopher: What happened to Mr. Bernard?
Catherine: He had a stroke and he's dead.
Christopher: What?!! Just like that?!! Why didn't you do anything?!!
Catherine: I'm sorry to hear that from you. Besides that, he lived a long life.
Christopher: Damnit! Goddamnit!! If it wasn't for him, I would be living out on the
streets!!!
Christopher got out of the shower and got dressed to see if Koya and the others were
there in the living room. Lisa and Hanna were the only people there.
Christopher: Where's Koya and the others?
Lisa: They went to the Council. They were able to find Hikari; she left Providence.
Christopher: What?! Already?!
Lisa: You want to go there?
Christopher: No.
Christopher sees that his vision was feeling blurry and he was feeling weak on his feet.

Hanna: What's wrong? Are you feeling alright?
Christopher: Yeah. No. I'm not feeling - - - (falls out.)
Lisa: Christopher!! Christopher!!
Hanna: Something wrong with him. Why did he fall out for no reason?
Lisa: Clearly, something's up. (touches his head and sees that it was hot.) It's a fever; I
wasn't expecting him to have that.
Hanna: I'm actually surprised that he has that. Let's heal him.
The next morning right after Christopher was healed by Lisa and Hanna, it was 6 AM.
He sees Lisa, Koya, Kori and Iris sleeping beside him. He heads to the living room to
see if anyone called or texted him while he was asleep. He sees Maxelle and Linda
training outside.
Hanna: Wow, you're up early. Are you ok?
Christopher: Yeah, I'm fine. What are those two doing outside? Training?
Hanna: Looks like it. (sees Christopher going back to his room.) Hey, what are you
doing?
Christopher: I'm going back to sleep; I have no reason to be up this early after what
happened yesterday.
Hanna: . . . . . .
Hanna gets on the PlayStation 4 and plays Gran Turismo Sport when Christopher went
back to his room.

